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New Missouri Bank Crossroads Art Through Architectures “Artboards” by  

JOE BUSSELL and CALDER KAMIN 

to debut in time for First Friday, May 3, 2013 
 

 
 

The Missouri Bank Crossroads Branch, 125 Southwest Boulevard, KCMO, will debut four new large-scale commissioned 
images by Kansas City artists Joe Bussell and Calder Kamin  on its “Artboards” in time for First Friday May 3, 2013.  
Installed on the exterior, double-sided billboards rising above the bank, the “Artboards” are visible to the public all 
hours of the day, and will remain on view through the end of July 2013. 
 
On the East-facing billboards, Kansas City based artist Calder Kamin presents two images titled “Invaders”. Reading 
right to left, on the first panel features a sparse flock of flying European starlings. These birds represent the first 100 
released in Central Park in by Eugene Schieffelin, a drug manufacturer, who hoped to introduce every bird mentioned 
by Shakespeare to North America. On the second panel the few have flourished into a dense swarm, representative of 
the masses of starlings we see on our skyline today. After 150 years the European Starling has come to dominate our 
skies and cities with populations ranging to all parts of the United States. Kamin’s series of invasive species 
illustrations serve as reminder of how culture, including the behavior and decisions of specific individuals, affect the 
natural world. 
 
On the West-facing billboards, artist Joe Bussell presents two new images titled “Three There.” Usually working with 
canvases no larger than 9’”x5’”, Bussell’s Artboards represent a major scale and context shift. His two images draw 
inspiration from microscopic images of pollen, astronomical images from the Hubble Telescope, and bead work of 
indigenous people. Blending these sources into colorful, painterly, seemingly abstract forms set against airy white 
grounds, he seeks for the forms to “float unencumbered in a made up world of their own”.   
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Artboards by Joe Bussell, to be installed on the West-facing Missouri Bank billboards. 

 

 

 
 

 
ABOUT THE ARTISTS  
After receiving his BFA in painting in 1978 from the University of Kansas, Joe Bussell spent time in Boston, Los 
Angeles, and Tucson learning graphic arts, visual merchandising, and publishing skills while also developing his own 
work in the studio. Moving back to Kansas City in 1985, he became involved with the HIV/AIDS movement. He 
worked as an art program coordinator at the SAVE Home for the next six years. During this time, his art was 
exhibited over 20 times, including three solo exhibits at the TAI Gallery in New York City and in London. His work has 
been reviewed in a variety of magazines and newspapers, most notably US News & World Report, the New Art 
Examiner, and The New York Native. Bussell earned his MFA in both Painting and Ceramics from Washington 
University in St. Louis in 1993 and 1994.  He continues to exhibit his work in Kansas City, around the country, and 
internationally. Upcoming projects include a solo exhibition at City Ice Arts, Kansas City, May-June 2013. For more 
information visit www.joebussell.com.  
 
Calder Kamin is an artist and art administrator based in Kansas City, MO. Her fabricated ceramic fauna and public 
projects investigate our complicated relationships with animals, specifically, synanthropes: animals that thrive due to 
mankind’s impact on biodiversity. Her work both celebrates the creative effects of our influence on nature and raises 
concerns about our dominance and disconnection from it. Kamin received her BFA in Ceramics in 2009 from the 
Kansas City Art Institute. She has returned to KCAI as an Academic and Career Advisor, responsible for Professional 
Practice programming. Kamin is a 2011-2013 Charlotte Street Foundation Urban Culture Project Studio Resident, and 
is the recipient of an ArtsKC Inspiration Grant and a Bread KC award. She is currently working on a solo exhibition at 
the Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City, for their education department’s ArtTruck program. For one 
year, Kamin’s work will travel by truck to area schools and provide art experiences and interactive lesson plans for 
school children. Visit www.calderkamin.wordpress.com for more information.  
 
ABOUT THE "ARTBOARDS" 
An Art through Architecture "Art Achievement" project, the Missouri Bank "Artboards" launched fall 2008, when the 
building's existing double-sided billboards were renovated and converted into a highly visible site for work by area 
artists as part of the bank's purchase and renovation of the building to house its Crossroads Branch, completed by 
Helix Architecture + Design. Art through Architecture, a partnership of Charlotte Street Foundation and American 
Institute of Architects-Kansas City, administers the programming of the Artboards in collaboration with a panel of 
Missouri Bank representatives.  
 
To date, the Artboards have featured commissioned works by Kansas City artists Heinrich Toh, Misha Kligman, 
Warren Rosser, Jaimie Warren, Archie Scott Gobber, Miki Baird, Elijah Gowin, Emily Sall, Grant Miller, May Tveit, 
Allan Winkler, Mike Sinclair, Anne Lindberg, Paul Shortt, Adolfo Martinez, Jerry Kunkel, Deanna Dikeman, Mary 
Wessel, Barry Anderson, Luke Firle, Jon Scott Anderson, and Derrick Briedenthal, Cory Imig, Erika Lynn Hanson, 
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Gavin Snider, Sabrina Staires, Stephen Proski, and Rachelle Gardner. Artists for the Artboards are selected by 
Missouri Bank from an annual call for proposals administered by Charlotte Street Foundation. 
 
Art through Architecture (AtA) is designed to encourage collecting and commissioning work by Kansas City area 
artists through architectural practice. Through AtA, new architectural projects may earn Gold, Silver or Bronze levels 
of Art Achievement by dedicating a percentage of the total construction budget to collecting artworks, 
commissioning temporary or permanent artworks, and/or including artists on design teams.  For more information 
about the Art through Architecture program, visit www.artarch.org or contact Kate Hackman, Co-Director, Charlotte 
Street Foundation, at 816.994.7731 or kate@charlottestreet.org. 
 
ABOUT CHARLOTTE STREET  
For 16 years, Charlotte Street has challenged, nurtured, and empowered thousands of artists, distributed over 
$800,000 in awards and grants to artists and their projects, and connected individual artists to each other and to the 
greater Kansas City community. Charlotte Street – with its community of artists – strives to be a primary catalyst in 
making Kansas City a vibrant, creative metropolis, alive with collaboration, passion, ideas, and surprise. For more 
information about Charlotte Street, its awards, programs, and initiatives, visit www.charlottestreet.org  
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